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The Southwestern United States has captured
the hearts of the rest of the country. Its cuisine,
jewelry and Indian arts are but only a few reasons
to visit New Mexico. Santa Fe is an entire city
hidden in foothills peppered with adobe struc-
tures. If your radio is tuned to the right fre-
quency, you are introduced to KLSK, a truly
eclectic adult radio station that reflects the beau-
tiful market in which it is nestled.

KZ: How about an overview of your experi-
ence in radio? I understand your being a
musician steered you into radio.
JACK KOLKMEYER: Basically I've always
had two lives. One involves the entertain-
ment business. My family has been involved
in the entertainment business since 1945. My
brother is still in the movie business just like
my father was. I've been in and out of the
business as a performer. I started at age
seven as a dancer. Song and dance is still
important-I still have a band here in Santa
Fe. Professionally, I've been a city planner. I
have a Masters Degree in City Planning and
I served in the Peace Corps during the late
sixties and early seventies. I came to Santa Fe
originally to work for the City Planning
department and to be an actor and musician
in my off hours. KLSK was started in January
of 1984. As soon as I heard this station go on
the air I said to myself, "That's for me!" I quit
my city planning job and joined the station
that February.
KZ: Who exactly started the station?
JK: Bill Sims. He's been in radio fora number
of years. He and his partner, Gary Boal,
decided it was time to do something interest-
ing and different in radio. The basic concept
at the start was a couple of things. One was
to play music that crossed formats-a vari-
ety station, if you will. They chose classical,
Jazz and what we called from the very begin-
ning, our eclectic category. At first classical
music was heavily featured.
KZ: Yet it sounds like modern Adult music
has taken a dominant stance in the sound of
your station.
JK: It has. Primarily because, in our market,
there's another classical music station. Still,
we wanted to stress variety. From '84 until
now, as you know, there's been an enormous
amount of music released!
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KZ: Let's talk about the market. It's beau-
tiful and unique. On one hand, you have
Santa Fe which is a very cultural environ-
ment. On the other hand, you have Al-
buquerque, which is much more a typical
urban center. How does the station relate to
such a personality split?
JK: We are a 100,000 watt commercial sta-
tion. We also reach Taos and Los Alamos, so
there are other communities as well, but we
feel our strong listenership is in Santa Fe and
Albuquerque. When you consider the ethnic
diversity-Hispanic, Native American, Irish,
German, Jewish, and more-historically, the
ethnic blending is one of the most unique
outside of big urban environments. Plus there
is a great deal of emphasis here on the arts
and on culture in general. I'm referring to
Santa Fe more than Albuquerque. Look at
San Francisco and Oakland, for example.
There is a great deal of difference between
those two communities. Anyway, our diver-
sity sets us up to be both cultural and con-
temporary.
KZ: How do you measure KLSK's success
in the marketplace? Usually it's done by
the rating services. Is that the case with
KLSK?
JK: We monitor ourselves a number of ways.
Being a commercial radio station, of course
sales is important. We are frequently sold
out as of Wednesday. We go through large
portions of our week sold out. If we follow
the national ratings syndrome, possibly one
national ad would take the place of three that
we go out and sell. Yet we feel the local and
regional base has to do with supporting the
local business of our communities. If we're
selling lots of advertising and we have a lot
of good folks doing business through our
radio station, that's success. Doing that by
playing unusual and engaging music is suc-
cess. If we get phone calls from listeners
saying they like our music, then we feel that
our variety is successful. We try to keep good
sales and good feedback on the music in
balance. It hasn't always been that way.
KZ: Can we clarify KLSK's role in radio as
a pioneer? You were one of the first to
pioneer an alternative to adults.
JK: It's hard to pinpoint just who did what
first, particularly in this business. Where did
this new format come from? Most people
heard about it two years ago through The
Wave and John Sebastian's efforts at WBMW.
But I believe that was from 1986 on. There are
a lot of syndicated programs that go way
back, shows like Musical Starstreams. But to
do it twenty-four hours a day on a commer-
cial, 100,000 watt station, we started in 1984
with a market of over half a million people.
The format hasn't changed. It has evolved
and been refined. Taking a chance on un-
known adult music is something we pio-
neered. That's how we get attention inside
the music industry. I mention Ladysmith
Black Mambazo. There's also Julia Fordham.

We stay ahead on artists like that. We play
Sandy Bull or Steve Kilbey's solo album. I see
adds on those two artists in Gavin, but it's
been slow. As far back as 1984 we described
ourselves as "eclectic." We got enormous
negative feedback about that word. People
didn't know what it meant and felt it was
pretentious. We dropped it. Now we call
ourselves KLSK/FM104 and we don't gen-
erally classify music using terms like Jazz,
except on our Friday night program All That
Jazz. We never use terms like reggae, folk,
New Age-
KZ: Why not?
JK: Why? Why not just announce the name
of the artist and let the people hear the music
for themselves? If I say reggae, listeners and
people in radio are put off. That may mean
weird hair and dope -smoking to some
people. Why call it anything? Same thing
with Jazz. There's argument about "Main-
stream" and "Contemporary" Jazz. We don't
use any of those terms. If we eliminate the
terms, we're better off. Still, we feel pressure
to define ourselves. We started using the
word Adult Alternative. I, tongue-in-cheek,
refer to what we're doing as Eclectic Adult
Radio-EAR. The thing that bothers me is all
the attention on personalities out there in the
radio business. Things are credited as "so-
and-so's brainchild." Who gives a damn?
Why don't we all get together and discuss
what this is and figure it out. I feel that this
format that we've developed could certainly
work anywhere.
KZ: Describe KLSK's format.
JK: It consists of three sets per hour. It
consists of 50% Jazz, 25% new technology
music, 20% international and folk-labels
like Flying Fish deserve airplay-and Afri-
can, with the remaining 5% classical music.
We'll take three of those categories and play
them every hour with classical being played
every other hour. We can then experiment
by taking artist like King Sunny Ade from
Nigeria and segueing him into someone like
Patrick O'Hearn. And it works! The beauty
is that we do it without computers. We work
from left to right with about one hundred
records and our air staff makes it work.
KZ: How do you retain an edge without
being perceived as too laid-back?
JK: Two aspects. You get good people on the
air. This wouldn't work without live an-
nouncers. We don't call our people DJ's or
announcers. We call them music program-
mers. That's very important. They are trained
as performing artists. Importance is placed
on dynamics, mix and presence-words used
in the other performing arts. Number two is
unusual music. Sixty percent of what we
play is on independent labels. I have to beat
the bushes. But there really has to be support
in the trade and industry publications. Hats
off to Gavin and other industry publications
for support-for taking it on in an unusual
way. But we all have to work together. We've
been ignored by the industry press for what
we've created.
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